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2014 was a year of change and transition here at Georgia Career Institute – Murfreesboro 

campus.  Come along for a brief look back at a handful of moments.  Remember to sign this 

virtual yearbook with your comments and memories below! :) 

It seems like a lifetime ago, but almost half of our calendar year was spent at our old location on 

Commerce Park Drive, across from the CO-OP! 

 
Our old lobby and a glimpse of the salon floor 
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Since the move we’ve participated in a near record number of events.  From providing chair 

massages at the MAC to Constitution day, guest lectures by industry experts to demonstrations 

of new and cutting edge technology: we take beauty seriously. 
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The personal journey that begins at Georgia Career Institute isn’t limited to cutting hair, painting 

nails and studying in the classroom.  At GCI our professionals-in-training participate in various 

contests.  From painting windows to nails, we don’t shy away from encouraging our students to 

push their creative comfort zone to the brink.  Even the staff and faculty gets in on the action, 

often as the test subjects! 
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At the end of the day, we can have contests and move buildings all we want – if there is no 

connection between student a teacher, then the rest is empty!  At GCI, the commitment is to 

the student, providing incredible classroom education as well as one-on-one help on help with 

each client and project, as they may need.  We are educators and our purpose is to help your 

career dreams come true. 
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Taking clients and working just like they 

will once they graduate: professional, 

courteous and some of the best students in 

the biz. Your next client could be a staff 

member you see everyday or it may be 

SANTA HIMSELF (I know him!). 
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The culmination of any quest in higher education is that day every freshman thinks is  an 

eternity away: Graduation.  This is a very small sampling of some of the folks that have moved 

further towards personal success during the last half of the calendar year. Each graduate at GCI 

leaves their mark on us – LITERALLY.  Upon completing the requirements of their program of 

study, each graduate signs the graduate wall in the GCI lobby – a lasting memorial. 
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3 THOUGHTS ON “GEORGIA CAREER INSTITUTE 

MURFREESBORO CAMPUS 2014 VIRTUAL YEARBOOK” 

1. Q UI N N R Y AN  

JANUARY 15, 2015 AT 3:05 AM EDIT  

Im a graduate of GCI in April 2014 my name is Quinn Ryan! I simply love this school! 
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2. J A NE  A UST I N  

JANUARY 17, 2015 AT 12:08 AM EDIT  

I miss all my good friends and all the wonderful teachers who touched my life while there and 

especially Ms Amy who helped me find my excitement in moving forward in esthetics after I hit 

a very low spot there. Thank-you for being such a caring and professional teacher and helping 

me believe in myself again. Continue touching lives Ms Amy you make such a big difference in 

our life’s you will never know how much you effect your students! 

Like 

Reply 

3. S U NSHI NE  W AL KE R  

MARCH 6, 2015 AT 6:24 PM EDIT  

I also graduated from gci .. as a re-entry student .I was grateful to the school for allowing me 

back in after many years. I graduated in April 2014…luv yal.. 

Like 

Reply 
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JANUARY 28, 2015 | JONATHAN G.  | EDIT  

Ms. Krystal                                                                 l Ms. Cathy 

Georgia Career Institute – Murfreesboro started the year strong with a month of new beginnings, fond farewells 

and contests to push our professionals-in-training to fulfill their potential.  From soup competitions that found 

students judging their teachers’ creations to free chair massages, GCI students, staff and faculty bring their A 

game everyday. 

Click  below to read and see more about GCI – Murfreesboro’s January 2015! 

 

Competition is one way we keep our students on their toes – at the drop of a hat (or clipped fingernail!) the 

students may be asked to create their best work of hair, nails or makeup.  Whether it’s beard wars, hair wars or 

nail wars, the artist inside each of our students is nurtured from day one!  January was a HUGE month for 

competitions in our Cosmetology program, but don’t worry – the rest of our departments aren’t far behind! 
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The Spa Floor is undoubtedly the place where some of the most important action happens at GCI – 

Murfreesboro.  Students work on real clients providing real services, always striving to provide a spa-quality 

experience to each guest. Teachers work side by side with their charges, giving guidance when needed and 

praise when earned.  Each new client and each new service provides our students with the opportunity to further 

refine their skills, preparing them for a successful career. 
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That doesn’t mean we only work on outsiders, often students will perform services on each other as well as 

on our faculty and staff members.  The entire staff at GCI is committed to helping every student reaching their 

potential, even if it means getting some practice in on us! 
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Murfreesboro, TN isn’t the only place Georgia Career Institute calls home and our FAO Julia Dunn and 

myself (Jonathan Garner) made a visit to our campus over in McMinnville, TN – and we were impressed by 

what we got to see.  Sure, the outside of the school may not look as impressive as the new building in 

Murfreesboro, but the inside was one of the finest facilities we’ve had the pleasure to visit.  With nothing out-

of-place, McMinnville sets the bar for cleanliness in the beauty school industry! 
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You wouldn’t be blamed for not noticing the extreme cleanliness of the McMinnville campus because their 

student body, while small, is packed with quality students not afraid to get their hands dirty in order to become 

better future professionals. I’m looking forward to my next visit (in February)! 
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We love events.  Costume contest? Sure. Free chair massage day? Absolutely. Soup competition? Heck.yes. A 

school isn’t just some stodgy place of dust and books, it’s a community of teachers and learners, dreamers and 

dream enablers: a school is so much more than any textbook or classroom – it’s a life experience. 
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Classroom work isn’t the first thing that comes to mind when one thinks of beauty school, but learning in the 

classroom is the first step towards working on real clients on the spa floor.  From demonstrations on one another 

to practicing on dummy-head-and-hands each student at GCI is engaged in the classroom in an intimate 

environment where questions are encouraged and interaction with fellow students and the teachers is the norm. 
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Graduation – no other word or event in our day-to-day experience at Georgia Career Institute elicits more 

excitement, anxiety and warm (if slightly sad) farewells.  The culmination of every student’s educational 
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journey, no matter their path of study, is graduation.  We do graduation a little differently here.  Instead of a 

mass of students in identical robes awaiting a few brief moments in which their name is read aloud and they 

cross a stage, we give each graduating student the attention they have earned through their own dedication and 

hard work. Graduation is THEIR day THEIR ceremony with THEIR family and friends. 

How much more awesome does it get? 
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Arguably the best part of all is that a student’s graduation isn’t the end – we support all of our graduates with 

job placement services (both in school and after) by Murfreesboro’s 2014 Women in Business Honoree, Joyce 

Myers.  In addition, each student enjoys support through the student loan repayment process with a dedicated 

Student Loan Advocate  (me!) supported by Mr. Martin, Ms. Meadows (our owners!) and the entire faculty and 

staff of GCI! 

 

 

Ms Joyce 

 

 

 

 

Yours truly, Mr. Jonathan 

 

 

 

The only questions left is what are you waiting for? 

 

 

Why wait?                Be extraordinary! 
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GCI ‘BORO & STEWARTS CREEK HIGH SCHOOL: BE 

YOUR OWN KIND OF BEAUTIFUL! 

FEBRUARY 4, 2015 | JONATHAN G.  | EDIT  

                         

February 3, 2015 Stewarts Creek High School hosted a visit from a few of us here at Georgia Career Institute’s 

Murfreesboro campus.  After Ms Joyce gave each class a virtual tour of our campus (available by clicking here) 

some of our amazing professionals-in-training provided small how-to services to SCHS Cosmetology students 

to give them a small taste of what potential students can expect when learning their trade at GCI!  Click below 

to check out the gallery of our day full of future beauty pros! 

 

Georgia Career Institute – Murfreesboro professionals-in-training showing off their know-how and being honest 

about what to expect in school as well as sharing small tips and tricks they have picked up along the 

way!  Heather, Shai, Cartia, Hunter, Trista, Kelsey, Leanna and Victoria were absolutely brilliant!  Thanks to 

each of you for making the day so fun and easy! 
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The virtual tour is always a favorite for its beauty and interaction, but the purpose of our school is to create 

industry professionals that set a new standard for quality work.  Students at SCHS were treated to selection of 

various services including: hairstyle (curls, braids), nails (painting), energized foot bath, makeup application 

and even brow waxing!  It felt like the GCI salon floor had been transplanted for a few hours! 
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We want to thank the wonderful folks over at Stewarts Creek High School for allowing us to come in and share 

some of what we have to offer with their future graduates!  The staff, faculty and student body were fantastic 

and welcoming and the school is as beautiful and clean as it is large!  We hope to look forward to further visits 

and we’re even more excited to see what these future grads accomplish in the years to come! 
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WHAT A FANTASTICALLY FABULOUS FEBRUARY AT 
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February doesn’t get the love it deserves as a month.  Sure, it’s only 28 (sometimes 29) days long, most of them 

gray and cold.  The amazing thing about the month is just how much awesome you can cram into the shortest 

month of the year.  We had our first online-vote contest, submitted our best selfies, enjoyed a few rare snow-

days and (of course), said our goodbyes to some of our best students: graduates moving on to the next chapter! 
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While it doesn’t happen very often (explaining our city’s paralysis!), every once in awhile Middle Tennessee 

(including Nashville and Murfreesboro) will receive a bit of beautifully harsh weather – and the storm this 

February was no slouch in either harshness or beauty! 
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February 2015 also saw our first ever Educator of the Month prize – voted on by students!  Students at night 

and day each cast their vote for their favorite educator – except they can’t vote for their own teacher!  Our first 

Educator of the Month is Cos Night’s own Ms. Michelle!  While the vote was close, miss Meme walked away 

with February prize – proving that making a difference isn’t something you have to wait to do!  Michelle didn’t 

wait to make the students love her, she never gave them a choice! 
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Hand and Stone of Murfreesboro stopped by to chat with our current students about potential careers in the 

Massage Therapy field. Providing a small career fair, even Cos students got in on the action with a current 

student securing an interview for a reception position while she is in school!  We also had Ms Chrissy 
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Hammons from Joico was gracious enough to give us an entire day of her expertise helping our student learn 

cutting edge techniques. 

We also welcomed a spa party of young ladies celebrating their friend’s 14th Birthday with a nice manicure and 

pedicure set of services! 
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While the official selfie contest winner has yet to be announced (announced on 3/3/2015 at 9:15 am!), it’s no 

secret that GCI Murfreesboro Campus’ students, staff and faculty are fond of the selfie.  We love our faces so 

much, we offer entire services dedicated to the care of our constantly smiling mugs! Be sure to check back for 

the winner of the selfie contest soon! 
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Last, but most certainly not least is a small sampling of our February graduates: the real reason we are all 

here!  It never stops feeling special: every week or two we get to watch a student finish this part of their journey 

and move forward to the next chapter. It also never gets any easier!  GCI graduates represent the best of the best 

in the beauty industry, and saying goodbye to such wonderful people with such talent is never easy!  Here are a 

few of our February graduates along with some of our upcoming grads.  We miss (and will miss) every single 

one of you! 
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Here’s the real question – are YOU ready to take the next step  Are YOU ready to start down the path of a new 

career and new life in the beauty industry?  Or maybe you are just curious about some of the services we offer – 

either way give us a shout!  Submit your information below and we will reach out to you as soon as possible 

and arrange a tour of our newest campus! 
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SELFIE CONTEST FEBRUARY 2015 WINNERS! 

MARCH 3, 2015 | JONATHAN G.  | EDIT  

 

I suppose we could say better late than never 

Especially considering February’s icy weather 

And for these three talented selfie takers 

Not even Kanye would dare call them fakers ;) 

3RD PLACE SELFIE 

WINNER: 

 

Kelsey Lowrance, 3rd Place Winner 
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2ND PLACE SELFIE 

WINNER: 

 

Faith Taylor, 2nd Place Winner 

 

 

1ST PLACE SELFIE 

WINNER: 

 

Mandee Lattimore, 1st Place Winner 

 

 

Wanna part of this awesome selfie madness?  Give us a shout!  Just enter your information on the form below, 

submit and we will reach out to you to answer your questions or even arrange for a time for you to have an 

exclusive tour of our newest campus! 
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GCI MURFREESBORO FEBRUARY 2015 

EDUCATOR OF THE MONTH! 

MARCH 6, 2015 | JONATHAN G.  | EDIT  

We would probably all agree that the willingness to work hard is a positive trait, but we would 

probably also agree that most hard work goes unnoticed!  In trying to be the change I would like 

to see in the world, I decided it would be important and good to begin recognizing the folks that 

are the very reason I have a job: the educators. 

Each month, we hand out ballots to our students to select their nominee for the Educator of the 

Month award.  The rules for voters are simple: they may voteany teacher in the 

building except the one whose class they are currently in!  They may tout the virtues of their 

teachers to other students not in their class, but voting for their own is prohibited! 

Once the votes have been tallied, the winner of the most votes will be named Educator of the 

Month so long as they did not win in the previous month.  That doesn’t mean your votes would 

be wasted, however, because the educator with the most votes at the end of the year will 

named Educator of the Year!* 

 

 

 

*Winner must be actively employed at GCI Murfreesboro to with Educator of the Year! 
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With the rules being outlined, now it’s time to officially introduce GCI Murfreesboro Campus 

February 2015 Educator of the Month… 

MICHELLE (MEME) SHAHAN 

 

 What is your name? 

Michelle (Meme) Shahan 

When did you start your journey in the beauty industry? 

I have been in the beauty industry for 5 years. I graduated high school fairly early and did a 10 

month beauty school program in the state of California. 

 

 

 

How did you hear about GCI?   

I had trained multiple  fresh graduates in the salon I worked for from GCI. 
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What do you enjoy most about teaching? 

Watching the students grow and become amazing stylist. 

What advice would you share fellow and aspiring educators? 

There is nothing better than watching a scared freshman turn into a strong senior. 

 

        

  

Want more information?  Curious about what makes the educators at Georgia Career Institute a 

cut above the rest?  Looking for that new career?  Give us a shout! 
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MORE GCI MURFREESBORO CAMPUS FEBRUARY 

2015 GRADUATES! 

MARCH 6, 2015 | JONATHAN G.  | EDIT  

Simply put, there is nothing better than seeing a student graduate.  From the first day they walk through the 

doors to meet with Krystal, Cathy or Joyce until they receive their final progress report, every member of our 

staff and faculty has one focus: helping each reach their maximum potential as professionals in the Beauty and 

Massage Therapy industries! 

Being there to witness the completion of this part of their journey end only to begin a new chapter is a truly 

awesome feeling for everyone involved! 

Massage therapy saying goodbye to another incredible grad! Well done Christina! 

 

In addition to receiving their final progress report, graduate pin, diploma and test file, all Georgia Career 

Institute Murfreesboro graduates also get the opportunity to sign our graduate wall in silver sharpie and truly 

leave their mark on us forever! 
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Family, friends, former students and graduates often gather to watch their loved one complete this portion of 

their education.  We love having the opportunity to THANK every single person in our graduates’ lives that 

have supported them through their time in school!  It’s a big step to decide to further your education and having 

the support of friends and family is VITAL to student success!  So to all of our current and former students’ 

families – THANK YOU! 
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Whether they came into school with experience and credit hours or if they started fresh with just the dream of 

working in the Cosmetology, Esthetics, Nail Technology or Massage Therapy fields, GCI graduates all graduate 

with the knowledge and skill necessary to have a long, successful career! 
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IF YOU ARE TIRED OF JUST HEARING ABOUT AND SEEING OTHER 

FOLKS GRADUATE, REACH OUT TO US!  NOW IS THE TIME TO FOCUS 

ON YOU! 
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TIME FOR HAPPINESS – INTERNATIONAL 

HAPPINESS DAY PART 1 

MARCH 16, 2015 | JONATHAN G.  |  EDIT  

                                                                                                              

Friday March 20, 2015 is International Happiness day, organized and celebrated by 193 countries of the United 

Nations.  Everyday we turn on the radio, TV or check the latest headlines on our phone to be greeted by wave 

upon wave of bad news.  Life’s many obstacles and trials often distractfrom the things right in front of us that 

could and should make us happy.  We spend everyday trying to make life better for us and those around us and 

forget to actually enjoy the better life we are creating. 

A 2010 study by Aaker, Jennifer and Rudd, Melanie and 

Mogilner, Cassie entitled “If Money Doesn’t Make You 

Happy, Consider Time,” identified several habits that 

improve happiness by the smart use of time instead of focusing 

on material wealth: 

1: Spend time with the right people – spend your time with 

people that return your kindness, reflect your values and 

challenge you to be a better person day after day! 

2: Spend time on the right activities – doing kindnesses, hobbies that you enjoy, learn a new skill, studying and 

doing what makes you happy! 

3: Enjoy the experience without spending time – if you were to think about an experience you’ve had that made 

you happy and try to recall it with as much detail as you can, you brain will actually  begin to respond as if you 

are actually having the experience again. 
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4: Expand your time – time, unlike money, has a hard limit; no one can have more than 24 hours in a day and no 

one can have less.  How do you make more time out of a finite supply?  Focus on the here and now.  Current 

research suggest that keeping yourself focused on the current moment can slow down the perceived passage of 

time and allow for a more rich and less rushed experience. 
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5: Remember that happiness changes over time – what 

makes you happy now may not be what makes you happy 

for the rest of your life.  As you grow and age, your focus 

will shift as well – don’t let your happiness fall behind 

your changing tastes: follow the happiness! 

____________________________________________ 

GCI Murfreesboro Campus has a week full of happiness inducing activities and events.  The march towards the 

International Day of Happiness has begun and we sincerely hope you are (or soon will be) ready to join the 

parade! 

Learn more about how our professionals in training follow their happiness, send us a note and we can give you 

a complimentary tour of our newest campus! 
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FEEL THE FLOW – INTERNATIONAL HAPPINESS 

DAY PART 2 

MARCH 17, 2015 | JONATHAN G.  |  EDIT  

Happiness is something humankind has been chasing as far as we can 

collectively remember.  Indeed, happiness tends to be the reason 

for almost everything we do in our lives.’  Too often we allow ourselves 

to be dragged down to a place where we forget that to be happy is the 

point – we think to ourselves that whatever I currently have or do should 

already be making me happy and if it doesn’t, then there is something 

wrong with me. 

We have to stop it. 

If happiness is cheese we have to allow ourselves to eat and we have to go where the cheese goes, not just 

expect it to be delivered to us when we desire and there are several tested ways to keep your cheese and eat it 

too!  Yesterday we talked about taking the time to be happy and that the way we spend our time is vital to our 

happiness.  The right people, the right experiences, the right memories, focusing on the moment and 

understanding that what makes you happy and how you define what happiness is changes over your lifetime are 

all methods for ensuring your happiness. 
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Today we are going to talk about something a little different, though like all subjects in our experience it is tied 

inextricably to time.  The concept is called flow.  Psychological researcher Mihaly Csikszentmihalyi says that 

flow is the completely focused, single-minded immersion in an activity that produces a feeling of energized 

focus, full involvement and enjoyment of the activity (wiki). 

 

An easier way to think about would be to call it being ‘in the 

zone.’ 

Flow is further described as encompassing six specific factors: 

intense and focused concentration on the moment, action and 

awareness merge, reflective self-conscious (the inner critic) is 

silence, a sense of personal control over the activity, a 

distortion in the experience of time and finally the activity 

itself is intrinsically rewarding to the person committing the 

action.  That means that the activity (a haircut, color, nail job, piano performance, baseball pitching, puzzle 

solving etc) is the reward: finishing the task and finishing it right are the prize. 

While more will come this week on the importance of mindset when it comes to being happy, being in a state of 

flow is itself a mindset that is highly conducive to growing and maintaining happiness.  Being in flow is, as was 

so eloquently state by martial arts legend Bruce Lee,  like being water: it takes the shape of the situation.  If you 

pour water into a cup, it becomes the shape of the cup. 
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How do you find your flow?  The most important is to do something you love to actively do.  Passive activities 

like watching television do not typically induce flow, as active involvement in the activity (the combining of 

motor and mental processes) is required to get ‘lost’ in said activity.  After knowing what you love to do, the 

next requirements are that your skills be closely matched to the activity.  Ideally, the activity would be a higher-

than-average challenge and the individual has above-average 

skills in that activity. 

The final piece of the puzzle is the need for immediate 

feedback: how well are you performing?  In order to maintain 

the state of flow, feedback on performance should be constant 

and immediate; understanding that you are doing it correctly 

absolutely matters to establishing flow, otherwise you would 

spend your time with that self-reflective critic constantly 

bickering away! 
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No matter what you love, do it and do it the best that you can.  Seek 

challenges that not just match your skill set, but push you just a little bit 

further!  The higher the challenge and the higher the skill, the higher the 

payback in flow, and by consequence, happiness. 

Want to learn more?  Interested in how GCI Murfreesboro strives 

everyday to provide a happy and productive learning environment? 

Ready to start a new career, or heck, stop in for a tour of our beautiful 

new campus? 

Drop us a line and let us know! :) 
 



KINDNESS COUNTS – INTERNATIONAL HAPPINESS 

DAY PART 3 

MARCH 18, 2015 | JONATHAN G.  |  EDIT  

First things first  – today’s blog pictures come from our event to help some 

of our Nation’s fine Veteransfrom great people at the Department of 

Veterans’ Affairs!  We want to thank each and everyone of these fantastic 

and (and quite fun!) Vets for their service and for spending the day with us 

at Georgia Career Institute Murfreesboro! 

Realizing and cultivating true happiness is a skill that many of us haven’t 

taken the time to truly master.  Sometimes, we pretend that happiness is a 

destination in space or time: if we can just get this one raise, meet 

that one person, buy that one car or own that one house we will somehow 

find ourselves arriving at happiness.  In recent years, however, research 

has almost universally told us something different: happiness must come 

from and reside within the person experiencing the emotion! 

In the spirit of the upcoming International Happiness Day on Friday, March 20th, 2015, we have been posting a 

series of blogs on some of the methods that have been tested and shown to increase well-being in the average 

person.  On Monday we talked about the importance of taking the time for happiness and Tuesday saw us 

review some of the newest information on a mental state referred to as flow (or in the zone).  Today 

(Wednesday) we’re going to talk about a really simple and nearly fool-proof way to increase your level of 

happiness and well-being: by increasing your kindness to others! 

KINDNESS COUNTS! 

To paraphrase Jesus in the New Testament, it is better to 

give than to receive.  While growing up, we can sometimes 

let this statement get buried in the background: of course 

we know it’s supposed to be better to be selfless instead of 

selfish – but the benefits don’t just stop at making you look 

like a nice person; kindnesses increase the happiness, 

connectedness and flow (while also decreasing depression) 

in the receivers, the givers and even the of those observing 

the kind act (Lyubomirsky). 
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It has long been suspected in the field of evolutionary biology that our ability 

for caring (along with play, reverence and modesty) are built into our brains and 

social practices.  Research over the past 100+ years has shown that, indeed, 

committing to helping others instead of being selfish brings about lasting well 

being (Keltner). 

 

Children that performed kind acts for others were more aware of the pleasant 

places and people around them and even become more liked and accepted by 

their friends (Price-Mitchell).  Furthermore, studies also suggest that those that 

do acts of kindness attract more friends faster than children that just visited nice 

places (Layous, Nelson et.al.). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Nice guy/gals finish last?  I don’t think 

so.  -Me 

 

 

The point of all of this?  Kindness to others doesn’t just help make you and those around you happier, it 

makes you more well liked and arguably makes you a better person overall.  Showing kindness is a simple 

habit that can (and will) change your world, if you let it.  In addition, all of the research suggest that kind and 

compassionate people are often the most successful as well. Nice guys/gals finish last? I don’t think so. 
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A CHALLENGE OF KINDNESS 

In order to mix things up a bit, today I’m issuing a challenge to anyone 

that reads this: post a picture of blurb about a time that you chose 

kindness and what that did for you and those around 

you!  Tweet/Comment using the hashtags #HappyDay #GCIBoro and 

#KindnessCounts and tell us YOUR story!  Show us your 

pictures!  Show us how you make kindness manifest in your life 

everyday! 

                                             

 

Want to learn more?  Interested in how GCI Murfreesboro strives 

everyday to provide a happy and productive learning environment? 

Ready to start a new career, or heck, stop in for a tour of our beautiful 

new campus? 

Drop us a line and let us know! :) 
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MINDSET MATTERS: INTERNATIONAL HAPPINESS 

DAY PART 4 

MARCH 19, 2015 | JONATHAN G.  |  EDIT  

Selena had a great positive mindset! 

Happiness seems to be the most important factor in determining the 

goodness of a lifetime, and this week we’ve been blogging about how to 

create and maintain happiness throughout life. Our series of blogs leading 

up to Friday’s International Happiness Day continues today with something 

a little more basic, but perhaps more difficult, method for maintaining a high level of well-being – mindset. 

 

WHAT IS A MINDSET?                  

mindset 

ˈmīn(d)set/ 
noun 

noun: mindset; plural noun: mindsets; noun: 

mind-set; plural noun: mind-sets 

the established set of attitudes held by someone. 

(Google Knowledge graph) 

In order to understand what a mindset truly is, we must first 

realize that all of our world views are informed by our 

individual thoughts and attitudes towards life.  This can be more complicated than it appears because our 

feelings and emotions toward the world are so personal and intimate that they feel like second nature, these 

attitudes have been slowly built throughout our life experiences and inform our every decision. 

MINDSET AND HAPPINESS 

According to Ago Cluytens’ article about mindset revolving around the TED talk of Shawn Achor, all learning 

is built upon the foundation that is the mindset.   A person’s attitude is said to be so important that it trumps the 

best techniques, tools and apps in the world.  If we consider that Psychology Today has released information 

suggesting that 60-70% of an average person’s unprovoked (or spontaneous) thoughts are negative, then the 

vital nature of actively maintaining a positive mindset makes itself abundantly clear (Cluytens, Achor). 
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To reference a saying mentioned earlier this week, your mindset should be 

like water – able to adapt to fit the current situation appropriately 

(Lee).   When we fail to allow our mindset to adjust to our current 

situation, we run the risk of falling victim to that 60-70% of thoughts that 

are negative.  Mindset is a choice – we can choose to spend our time 

ruminating on all of the negatives or we can choose to find those things to 

be grateful about and focus on those items. 

This isn’t to say that you should ignore the negative aspects of your life, 

it’s to say that you can’t afford to obsess over them if happiness is going 

to be a reachable (and maintainable) goal.  The danger of a negatively 

ruminating mindset and the circular and obsessive nature of over thinking 

can result in a deepening of depression and a loss of well-being and 

happiness that only makes itself worse (Lyubomirsky). 

ALL OF THAT IS FINE, BUT HOW CAN ONE CHANGE A MINDSET? 

We could talk until we are blue in the face about the importance of the mindset when it comes to feeding our 

happiness and well-being, but without some sort of concrete example it all starts to feel like some horribly 

worded math problem involving trains going different speeds in opposite directions = what are you supposed to 

do with all of this information? 

Your humble author’s ‘mindset’                                                   

To be absolutely clear, these are methods I use personally to 

bolster my mindset and should only be seen as personal 

stories – I am not a mental health professional and I am not 

offering advice, only what has worked for me in the past. 

Our emotional reactions can often produce real physical 

reactions in our bodies: when we are afraid our hearts race and 

we begin to sweat… which is what happens when you get excited.  If our bodies aren’t accustomed to caffeine, 

then unknowingly drinking a caffeinated coffee can produce excitement and rushed feeling – if we don’t realize 

that it’s the caffeine doing it, we might interpret the physical feelings as being caused by the date we are 

meeting for coffee: then a misinterpreted caffeine rush is mistaken for feelings of warmth and love. 
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If we slow our thoughts and focus on where we are and what 

we are doing we can  better pay attention to the signals our 

bodies, we can choose how we interpret those physical 

sensations – why not make them about the happier 

interpretation? 

Every once 

in awhile, 

there will 

be a day 

where I just can’t seem to wake up.  A few years ago, this 

feeling would absolutely ruin my day from the get 

go.  Telling myself from moment one that there was no way 

I was going to make it through the day.  I ask myself with 

resentment: why didn’t you go to bed earlier? Once this 

parade of negativity begins, halting it upon it’s predetermined route becomes an epic feat – one that I’ve rarely 

been able to accomplish. 

The power of a positive mindset! 

Over time, I began to slowly change my mindset about other things in my 

life: my marriage, my family, my friends, my job situation and tried 

to force myself to shine a positive light on these things and take them in 

illuminated instead of darkly accepting some grim reality I had 

constructed around myself.  Soon, another one of those impossibly tired 

days reared it’s ugly head again, but something felt different – I wasn’t 

upset that I was tired; instead my mind almost automatically told me I was 

so much tired, I was just feeling really relaxed and mellow. 

As silly as that sounds, it absolutely worked.  Instead of wishing for the 

bed and repeating to myself how tired I was, I sat back, smiled and 

enjoyed the wonderful feeling of relaxing both body and mind. 

How have YOU changed your mindset in the past? Have you tried any of these methods? Please comment and 

let us know what works for YOU!  The happiness brought about by a positive mindset is something that you are 

in control of – so take back the wheel! 

As always, feel free to reach out to us if you are curious about our school, salon, programs or just have general 

questions!  We also love feedback!  Share and let us know what you think! 
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GRATITUDE: INTERNATIONAL HAPPINESS DAY 

PART 5 

MARCH 20, 2015 | JONATHAN G.  |  EDIT  

WE’VE ARRIVED. 

Today is the day we sow, cultivate and celebrate one of the 

absolute best things about being alive: happiness.  Throughout 

this past week we’ve talked about several factors that play key 

roles in achieving and maintaining lifelong happiness and well-

being.  Those factors include taking the time to be happy, 

feeling the state of flow, remembering that kindness counts 

(HUGE!) as well as the vital matter of your personal mindset 

(or attitude).  One final piece of our puzzle remains, and it’s 

almost always tied to the other four factors: gratitude. 

WHAT IS GRATITUDE, EXACTLY? 

To be brief, gratitude is an emotional expression of appreciation for 

what you have instead of what you  

want (PsychologyToday.com).  Being grateful and showing gratitude 

towards others is a mindset scientifically shown to improve happiness – 

and that same science shows us that gratitude is an active, 

or deliberate emotion meaning it can be cultivated and increased by 

just expressing it. The gratefulness you feel when someone does a kind 

act towards you resonates not only with you, but with the person doing 

the kind act and anyone watching (Lyubomirsky). 

 

Not only can gratitude be cultivated, but the effects of a grateful mindset 

are long lasting.  As we express more gratefulness our baseline of emotion is raised, making our lows not as low 

and our ‘normal’ a bit higher.   The reverse is true for the opposite of gratitude: rumination.  As 

mentioned earlier this week, rumination can create a feedback loop of negativity that only amplifies 

itself.  Gratefulness can and does the very same thing if we allow it to. By expressing your gratefulness for what 

you have, you have less time to obsess over all of the imperfections of your life. 
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Mindsets like gratitude and rumination can be so powerful that after one year, paralyzed accident victims and 

lottery winners reported the same level of happiness (Brickman, Coates, Janoff-Bulman). 

Let that sink in. 

THE ROAD TO HAPPINESS 

While it could be argued that gratitude is just another mindset and shouldn’t be considered it’s own factor in 

happiness, the truth of the matter is that all the method for reaching long lasting well-being are interdependent 

and forever linked: 

 

1. Spend time with the right people 

2. Spend time on the right activities 

3. Remember a fun or happy experience in detail 

4. Expand your time by remaining present and conscious of the current 

moment 

5. Feel the flow – get lost in something you love to do, do it with passion! 

6. Show kindness to others – small or large, acts of kindness are good 

for everyone! 

7. Mindset matters – the way you choose to look at things, is the way you will 

see them! 

8. Cultivate gratitude – expressing gratefulness for what you have (instead of 

what you don’t) can have long lasting effects on your happiness, well being and even physical health. 

If you walk away from these blogs with just one idea, let it be this: happiness can be a choice.  It’s not 

always the easiest choice, but with practice, patience, kindness and gratitude, you will soon be able to rest in 

your choice to be happy. 
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And now, for laughing babies – because who doesn’t love laughing babies!? 

[sorry, youtube  videos don’t do well on paper or in PDFs ;)] 

Want to be a part of our happy journey at GCI? Curious about our beauty and wellness programs? Give us a 

shout – we’d love to show you around and answer any questions you may have! 
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GCI MURFREESBORO MARCH 2015 EDUCATOR OF 

THE MONTH! 

APRIL 1, 2015 | JONATHAN G.  | EDIT  

Each month, we hand out ballots to our students to select their nominee for 

the Educator of the Month award.  The rules for voters are simple: they 

may vote any teacher in the building except the one whose class they are 

currently in!  They may tout the virtues of their teachers to other students 

not in their class, but voting for their own is prohibited! 

GCI Murfreesboro Campus February 2015 Educator of the Month… 

 

AMY KYSER 

What is your name?  

Amy Kyser 

When did you start your journey in the beauty industry?  

Started teaching in 2011…been anEsthetician for 10 years and I 

owned a salon and spa for 4 years 

How did you hear about/join the GCI team?  

I heard about a school (GCI) coming to Murfreesboro when I was 

graduating the esthetic program. A few years later Ms.Shuntelle 

brought a class over for a spa tour of my place. 

She then asked me to be a guest speaker for her class. I enjoyed the 

visit and the feeling of being able to inspire future students .I became friends with a few staff members of GCI. 

Later I was called and asked if I was interested in a scholarship to teach. 

What do you enjoy most about teaching? 

What I enjoy most about teaching is seeing that desire in students eyes and helping to bring that to life 

What advice would you share fellow and aspiring educators? 

My advice to aspiring teachers….never let this become a job, when it does its time to move on. 
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Want more information?  Curious about what makes the educators at Georgia Career Institute a cut above the 

rest?  Looking for that new career?  Give us a shout! 
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WHEN I GROW UP… GCI MURFREESBORO SPENDS 

A DAY AT OVERALL CREEK ELEMENTARY 

APRIL 1, 2015 | JONATHAN G.  | EDIT  

On March 26, 2015 I was accompanied by our professionals-

in-training Katie Roehner and Mandee Lattimore to 

the gorgeous Overall Creek Elementary school for their 

student-centric career-day.  Students were encouraged to dress 

up as their favorite profession and talk to folks from all sort of 

industries, including grocery, culinary, retail and beauty, just 

to name a small handful. 

The children were energetic, curious and well behaved while 

the staff and faculty were warm and welcoming to all of the 

exhibitors! 
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Personally, there were two exciting parts of the day that made the entire time worth it: watching our #GCIBoro 

students get excited over what they are learning and sharing that excitement with people they’ve never 

met and the amazing diversity of professions the kids were interested in.  For every fireman or police officer 

there was an Einstein or an astronaut!  The students beamed with excitement about their dreams and goals. 
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As always, if you want to learn more about Georgia Career Institute’s Nail Technology, Cosmetology, Massage 

or Esthetics programs and how they could help you build a new career, reach out to us! 
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COFFEE COUNTY HIGH SCHOOL CAREER FAIR!!1! 

APRIL 2, 2015 | JONATHAN G.  | EDIT  

Finding a career after High School can be mind-numbing, 

anxiety inducing and downright frantic.  With that in mind, the 

fantastic folks at Coffee County Central High School invited a 

collection of employers from the Middle Tennessee region to 

give their Juniors and Seniors a small taste of what 

opportunities await them upon graduation. 

Ms Myers (our job-placement coordinator) invited me to join 

her for the day, helping students understand their options for 

their post-high school lives’. 

 

We started the day in a quickly filling Library, setting up our booth in the center of the madness.  For the next 

six and half hours (plus a 30 minute lunch) we interacted with local employers and future professionals 

preparing for the next stage in their life’s journey. 
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As the day began to wind down, we had 

already met hundreds of motivated students 

and talked to them about potential careers 

in the beauty and wellness industry.  We 

met artist after artist just itching to express 

themselves in new and exciting ways! 

By the day’s conclusion, we had a fun 

rapport with our surrounding vendors, exchanging stories of our respective professions and our hopes for this 

newly emerging generation. 

I may have forgotten to mention that the table beside us was the Manchester Police department, who jokingly 

suggested I take a breathalyzer for ‘having too much fun’ due to my somewhat… unique laughter! 

 

 

 

 

While spending the day with these wonderful people was a great time, we are honestly more looking forward to 

seeing what these students do next!  A big-ole, super-sized-sweet-tea of a THANK YOU to the staff, faculty 

and students at Coffee County Central High School for inviting us and making the day one to remember! 

Want to learn more about Georgia Career Institute’s Nail Technology, Cosmetology, Massage or Esthetics 

programs and how they could help you build a new career?Reach out to us! 
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GCI MURFREESBORO’S MERRY MAYHEM OF 

MARCH 2015! 

APRIL 2, 2015 | JONATHAN G.  | EDIT  

GCI – Murfreesboro Campus 

If anyone thought that March would be a quiet month of 

recovery after such a packed February, they were more than 

wrong.  Along with the dawn of another spring, the students, 

staff and faculty of GCI ‘Boro were a collective flurry of 

activity: from naming the Educator of the Month to our many 

special guests, competitions and graduations we kept ourselves 

busy trying to better the lives of everyone around us! 

Let’s take a quick look back at the month that is now history as 

we move ever forward! 

TEACHER OF THE MONTH AND HAPPINESS 

Contrasting with February’s tight race for Educator of the Month, March’s vote had a clear, decisive winner in 

Ms Amy Kyser.  Ms Amy is one of our tireless champions, always giving her students everything she can 

possibly provide in her capacity as an educator and mentor. Having amazing people like Amy around and 

recognizing their awesomeness is a key factor in boosting our overall 

campus’ happiness as well – another theme for the month that banishes 

winter. 

March 20th was the International Day of Happiness and as a campus, we 

recommitted ourselves to being happy and to helping to nurture and grow 

that wonderful emotion as big and as hardy as possible 

! 
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 WHEN I GROW UP… 

Visiting local schools and places of business 

to meet interested potential students and 

clients is a vital piece of maintaining our 

connection with the community!  We are a 

part of the amazing region that is Middle 

Tennessee and reaching out to connect with 

other businesses, clients and schools serves to 

strengthen everyone involved.  In March 

2015, we visited both Overall Creek 

Elementary and Coffee County Central High 

for their respective career days and met dozens of future professionals from all sorts of fields of interest and 

expertise! 

While I hope our gratefulness has been obvious, we want to express one more time how much we enjoyed our 

time at each of these institutes of education and how thankful we are for the invitations! 
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 FEELING THE FLOW OF KINDNESS 

During the week of the aforementioned International Day of Happiness, the entire campus was focused on 

putting into practice the ideas, concepts and practices that have been shown to increase and help maintain 

happiness.  Two of the easiest and most widely supported methods to achieve this goal are acts of kindness and 

getting into a state of flow.  In order to help our students find their flow and kindness, we invited several groups 

to our campus for happiness-inducing events: providing services and makeovers for displaced veterans from the 

VA and a day devoted to mothers, daughters and beauty! 

As always, we found ways to also include competitions requiring concentration and skill, forcing those involved 

into a state of flow! 
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ALUMNAE AND ALUMNI 

Finally, we come to the bittersweet farewells!  Even if we ignored every other event and activity that this 

campus is involved in, our graduates would be more than enough to fill our braggart coffers.  Why?  Take a 

look below and realize without a doubt that our graduates are just that impressive. 
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ARE YOU READY TO START DOWN 

THE PATH OF A NEW CAREER AND 

NEW LIFE IN THE BEAUTY 

INDUSTRY? 

Or maybe you are just curious about some of the services 

we offer – either way give us a shout!  Submit your 

information below and we will reach out to you as soon as 

possible and arrange a tour of our newest campus! 
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BARBIE RUNWAYFASHION SHOW AT GCI ‘BORO! 

APRIL 8, 2015 | JONATHAN G.  | EDIT  

Spring is here and beauty is in the air! Check out these fantastic Barbie doll makeovers by the night 

Cosmetology students, with the direction of Ms Meme, Ms Courtney and Ms Candice! Once you have taken a 

good look at each contestant, let us know which doll YOU think was made-up the best. 

Tattooed Lady

Bailee

Tiffany 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Tricks

Sandy 
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Kim 

 

Alexis 

 

 

 

Glamour

Michelle 

Which is your favorite?  Vote below and let us know!  Voting will be counted through the 

afternoon of April 9th, 2015, 3:30pm! 

VOTING HAS BEEN CLOSED AND THE VOTES ARE BEING 

COUNTED.  WINNER WILL BE ANNOUNCED TO NIGHT 

DURING NIGHT COS CLASS! 

  

Want in on the action? Drop us a line below and we’ll reach out to you to schedule a tour of our 

newest campus, located in Murfreesboro, TN! 
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GCI MURFREESBORO APRIL 2015 EDUCATOR OF 

THE MONTH! 

APRIL 13, 2015 | JONATHAN G.  | EDIT  

Each month, we hand out ballots to our students to select their nominee for 

the Educator of the Month award.  The rules for voters are simple: they 

may vote any teacher in the building exceptthe one whose class they are 

currently in!  They may tout the virtues of their teachers to other students 

not in their class, but voting for their own is prohibited! 

GCI Murfreesboro Campus February 2015 Educator of the Month… 

 

  

 

COURTNEY BROOKE WALDON 
What is your name? Courtney Brooke Waldon, but I prefer „Brooke‟ 

What your favorite color? Glitter 

 

When did you start your journey in the beauty industry? I began in May 

2008 when I enrolled into Paul Mitchell the School Nashville. Quick story, 

so I have always played around with hair but never thought of having a 

career with it. I was actually on a path to become a nurse, when I came to 

visit my aunt who had at the time just moved to Murfreesboro. We were 

having one of those „pick your future wisely‟ talks and she was wonder why 

I had not chose a career that allowed me to be creative. So, she had me do 

some research on beauty schools and tour. The more I googled, the more excited I got. The next thing I know, I 

was tour this school and that school until I went to Paul Mitchell. My admission rep was the sister of a guy 

name Alex I had actually graduated with in Paducah, Ky. What were the odds??? So, I felt like it was faith. I 

have never enjoyed learning about something so much as I do hair, skin and nails. 

 

How did you hear about/join the GCI team? It was probably late Aug 2013 when Mrs. Sara  facebooked me 

and asked if I was interested in teaching on nights. Of course, I love to be in the spotlight and more importantly 

I missed Mrs. Sara being my co-worker (she had the best impression of a school zone cross guard she had to 
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pass when dropping her children off), so I said yes. Next, thing I was emailing Mrs. Beth and interviewing with 

Mrs. Meyers and Ms.  

 

Tonia. And now I have been here for a year and half. 

 

What do you enjoy most about teaching? I enjoy the “aa-ha” moments. 

You know, like when it‟s so simple its hard and then I finally hit it on the 

nail for that student and you get see their light bulb turn on. 

 

What advice would you share with fellow and aspiring 

educators? Teaching is by far the most difficult thing I have every done. I 

have honestly just learned that I love this career because I truly love what I 

teach. This is my escape from real world problem. 

 

 

Want more information?  Curious about what makes the educators at Georgia Career Institute a cut above the 

rest?  Looking for that new career?  Give us a shout! 
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GCI MURFREESBORO’S AMAZING APRIL 2015! 

APRIL 27, 2015 | JONATHAN G.  | EDIT  

We’ve had a busy month!  You have my apologies for the delay on a new post – but there has been that much 

going on!  April was a month like no other, filled more exciting events, graduations and the highest number of 

votes ever were cast in our Barbie Fashion Runway contest!  Of course, we at GCI Murfreesboro decided to 

enter the second quarter of the year in style, with a brand new entryway into our school – no more 

temperamental automatic sliding doors always breaking! 
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A MONTH OF HELPING 

Georgia Career Institute isn’t just another business, we understand that our community is the reason we exist at 

all.  Whether it’s helping prepare for prom or providing services to the lovely ladies at Saint Clair’s Senior 

Center, hiving back to those around us and showing kindness is one of the keys to finding and maintaining 

happiness and we try our best to instill this important lesson in every student that walks through our doors! Who 

have YOU been kind to today!? 
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We aren’t just concerned for those immediately around us, 

during the month of April we hosted local jewelry and makeup 

vendors to set-up shop on our sidewalks in order to help raise 

money for the National Center for Missing and Exploited 

Children.  Add to that a visit to the recent to the local VA to 

help out a few veterans and GCI ‘Boro’s month has been 

chock-full of kind happiness! 
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DAY-TO-DAY LIFE ON CAMPUS 

Sure, we love to brag about the many events and competitions we participate in, but at the end of the day it’s all 

about the student and their daily experience on campus.  Every single day we focus on facilitating a positive 

environment for our students, staff, faculty and clients through constant encouragement, upbeat activities and 

lessons, fun projects and spreading kindness every chance we get. 

Want to practice a new makeup technique on your best-friend?  DO IT! Just be sure to send me a picture to 

share with the world ;) 
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Our professionals in training jump at the chance to improve their current suite of skills and their tenacity for 

acquiring new abilities is unrivaled!  Success in the beauty industry is never guaranteed, but the hard work these 

students are putting in day after day give them an edge that most will never begin to understand! 
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AWARD WINNING 

As always, we want to be sure we acknowledge all of the award winners and competition contestants that 

helped to make April the brightest month so far in 2015! We’ve seen an updo contest and a Barbie Fashion 

Runway. We’ve awarded Elite status to a record number of Massage Therapy students, crowned a new Student 

of the Month and announced our educator of the month!  April’s Awards just help showcase everything we’re 

good at! 
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FAREWELLS – AND ODE TO OUR APRIL GRADS! 

Finally, the bittersweet farewells that are our graduations!  While this is by no means and exhaustive catalog of 

#GCIBoro’s April 2015 graduates, it gives you a taste of the pure joy that permeates every inch of our campus 

on graduation days!  Family and family, new and old gather to mark the end of one journey and the beginning 

of an ever larger adventure! 
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 THE LONG AND SHORT OF IT 

Where are you headed? We’ve set our course and we will be ever moving forward – join us!  YOU should be 

here, helping us make these amazing memories!  Send us a note and we’ll invite you down for a tour! 
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NAIL TECHNOLOGY BRIDAL NAIL COMPETITION! 

MAY 11, 2015 | JONATHAN G.  | EDIT  

Scene: your getting married today, and your fingernails are a straight-up hot mess. 

*GASP* 

What to do?  Lucky for you, we have five incredibly talented nail artists ready to make your hands shine as 

bright as the rest of you on your special day!  Below, you will find five fantastic designs, created and brought to 

life, by five of our current Nail Technology professionals-in-training! 

 

Vote for your favorite and SHARE THIS PAGE to drive the votes!  The winner will be announced ONE WEEK 

from today on Monday, May 18, 2015 at 3pm Central! 

 

Nail Design 01

Nail Design 02

Nail Design 03 
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Nail Design 04

Nail Design 05 

 Which nail design do YOU think is the best Bridal design!? (Poll Closed) 

Comments (0) Create Your Own Poll  

Want to join the fun?  Want to be a part of our next online-voting competition?  Or heck, are you just curious to 

learn more!? Give us a shout below and we’ll schedule a tour of our newest campus! 
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TEACHER APPRECIATION WEEK, ABROAD! 

MAY 12, 2015 | JONATHAN G.  | EDIT  

 May 4 – 8 2015 was National Teacher 

Appreciation Week, and being so engrossed in 

the educational process we thought it would be 

awesome to strike out into our communities to 

bring some love back to the profession that 

makes all other professions!  We sent two teams 

out into two separate schools to try and spread 

the love as thickly as possible! 

Team One was lead by Ms Kayla and Ms Tonia 

from the Nail Technology and Cosmetology department as they took a talented group of Nail 

Tech professionals-in-training to provide relaxing hand treatments and polish changes.  By the 

end of the day our students had provided free services to over 50 teachers! 
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The students had so much fun interacting with the staff and providing a 

service that was very much appreciated by the staff at Northfield 

Elementary! They provided polish changes and hand treatment which 

included a scrub, paraffin, and hand massage.  We were just crazy busy the 

whole time we were there: 9am – 1pm! -Ms Kayla 
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Team 2 was headed up by Ms Laura from the Massage Therapy department, with limited 

assistance from yours truly (Mr Jonathan), as they journeyed to Nashville, TN to show the 

amazingly devoted teachers at Shwab Elementary how much their hard work is 

appreciated!  Together with six Massage Therapy students and three massage chairs, Ms Laura 
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(with the help of event organizer and Art Teacher Mrs Garner and Principal Dr Gibbs) was able 

to arrange for every single teacher to receive a 15 minute chair massage. 
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Event Organizer Mrs Garner, relaxing for 

the camera! 

Even though we encountered a few roadblocks 

and had to shift a few teachers’ time slots 

around, every single teacher that entered our 

room left with a completely relaxed smile from 

ear to ear!  If they came into our room with 

anything but the best of moods, our 

professionals-in-training displayed their 

expertise in changing the course of someones day with one 15 minute chair massage! 

They did all of this with only three massage chairs, while the entire event (down the minute to 

minute scheduling) was planned with at least 4 or 5 chairs in mind! EXPERTS! 
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The moral of the story?  To be honest, I didn’t plan far enough ahead of writing to come up with 

some kind of profound moral, but it does seem clear that just showing someone that you 

appreciate them can go a long way to making their day, week, month, year or life just a bit 

better!  Kindness counts, y’all! 

Want to learn some of the methods we used to show our appreciation for local teachers?  Drop us 

a line and we’ll schedule a tour together or just stop by one day for a service! 
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WHO DO YOU CHOOSE AS THE BEST 

BREWED UPDO!? 

MAY 13, 2015 | JONATHAN G.  | EDIT  

When thinking about happiness, we often say ‘let your hair down’ as a clarion call to relaxation as a key to 

happiness.  Sometimes, however, you just gotta look goodin order to feel your best. With that in mind, our 

Night Cosmetology Students (with their stalwart leader Meme) are participating in an updo-recreation contest in 

which they are tasked with trying to recreate a particular style from a single photograph. 

For the next week we will be asking for your votes to help us decided which brewed updo you choose as the 

best recreation of the bunch!  Check out the styles below and vote at the bottom of the page – don’t forget to 

share this page in order to help us get these professionals-in-training all of the votes they deserve! 

 

Updo A 

Updo B 

 

Updo C 

Updo D 
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Updo E 

Updo F

Updo G 

 

Updo H 

Updo I 

  

Which updo do you think did the best job recreating the pictured style? (Poll Closed) 

Comments (0) Create Your Own Poll  

Want to join the fun?  Want to be a part of our next online-voting competition?  Or heck, are you just curious to 

learn more!? Give us a shout below and we’ll schedule a tour of our newest campus! 
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GCI MURFREESBORO MAY 2015 EDUCATOR OF 

THE MONTH! 

MAY 27, 2015 | JONATHAN G.  | EDIT  

Each month, we hand out ballots to our students to select their nominee for the Educator of the Month 

award.  The rules for voters are simple: they may voteany teacher in the building except the one whose class 

they are currently in!  They may tout the virtues of their teachers to other students not in their class, but voting 

for their own is prohibited! 

GCI Murfreesboro Campus May 2015 Educator of the Month… 

 

ERIN LA’DONNA BAKER 
What is your name? Erin La’Donna Baker 

 

What your favorite color? Glitter 

 

When did you start your journey in the beauty industry? I started my journey in 

the beauty industry in 1997 in cosmetic retail working for various cosmetic makeup 

lines, then received my esthetic license in 2001 then teaching license in 2010. 

 

When did you hear about/join the GCI team? I joined GCI in November of 2014 

 

What do you enjoy most about teaching? What I enjoy most about teaching is 

meeting new people and forming lifelong friendships long after they are gone.  Seeing  them progress into the 

field of beauty and where it takes them! 

 

What advice would you share with fellow and aspiring educators?  The advice I would have for aspiring 

educators is work in the field first and get a good start there then go back and teach because a lot of what I teach 

in the classroom always comes from experience!!!!  Love what you do then it becomes easy to teach!!! 

  

Want more information?  Curious about what makes the educators at Georgia Career Institute a cut above the 

rest?  Looking for that new career?  Give us a shout! 
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BODACIOUS BATTLE OF BEARDS! 

MAY 29, 2015 | JONATHAN G.  | EDIT  

Not one to be left behind, Ms Sara and her class of ambitious professionals-in-training have decided to jump 

into the online-voting fray and see who can win the Bodacious Battle of the Beards!   

This time there were no guidelines or criteria for the students to follow other than their own creativity and 

technical skill.  YOUR task is to decide which beard you think is the best overall (based on your own criteria)! 

Go on, now!  Take a gander below and submit a vote for your favorite beard – then share this blog! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The winner will be announce ONE WEEK from today, on FRIDAY, JUNE 5, 2015!  Make sure to share this 

blog and your favorite!  Keep those votes coming! 

VOTE! 

Bodacious Battle of Beards (Poll Closed) 

Comments (0) Create Your Own Poll  

Want to join the fun?  Want to be a part of our next online-voting competition?  Or heck, are you just curious to 

learn more!? Give us a shout below and we’ll schedule a tour of our newest campus! 
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MAKE-UP MAKE-OVER MADNESS! 

JUNE 1, 2015 | JONATHAN G.  | EDIT  

In our continuing effort to challenge our students to produce professional-grade work, we’re ecstatic to 

announce a new contest from the lovely students and educators of the Esthetics department – the Make-up 

Make-over Madnesscompetition!  We allowed each team TWO HOURS to apply make-up to an otherwise 

naked face! 

Check out the before and after shots below, then let us know who you think did the best job!  On Wednesday, 

June 10th we will close the poll, tally the votes and announce the Make-up Make-over Madness Champion. 

 

 

 

 

 

Make-up Make-over Madness (Poll Closed) 

Comments (0) Create Your Own Poll  

Want to join the fun?  Want to be a part of our next online-voting competition?  Or heck, are you just curious to 

learn more!? Give us a shout below and we’ll schedule a tour of our newest campus! 
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MY-MY, WHAT A MARVELOUS MAY! 

JUNE 2, 2015 | JONATHAN G.  | EDIT  

Where has this year gone!?  As we inch closer to the official start of summer, let’s take a quick look back at this 

past month of contests, events and good old-fashioned learnin.’ 

 

Join us, won’t you?  

 

 

This month, we celebrated one year in our new building! The graduate wall is beginning to fill up! 

Where’s YOUR signature!? 
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 APPRECIATION FOR PUBLIC SERVICE 

Having a beautiful new building and motivated staff, faculty and student body can only carry a school so far 

down the road of success.  As can be evidenced by this very blog, we try to give back to our community and 

surrounding communities.  We don’t do this just for our own gain, but because we know that as we help lift up 

those around us, they also help lift us. 

For our in-house give-back event we hosted local homeless Veterans for a day of spa pampering.  The 

gentlemen were kind enough to let our professionals-in-training practice and refine their skill on a group of 

folks that more than deserve the treatment! 
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The Seal-Team-Six of beauty school 

Esthetics departments worked tirelessly 

from the early morning before the vets’ 

arrival to ensure a stress free day of 

unwinding and luxury treatment. 

Additionally, our Nail Technology and 

Massage Therapy Departments traveled 

to two local schools to help celebrate 

Teacher Appreciation week!  While at 

Northfield Elementary, Ms Tonia, Ms 

Kayla and their crack-team of nail-tech 

proto-professionals treated the faculty to 

relaxing hand and nail treatments to help make the day and week extraordinary!   
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Ms Lora, myself (Mr Jonathan) and the cream-of-the-massage-therapy-crop to Shwab Elementary school to 

provide 15 minute chair massages to every single teacher in the building. 

Having witnessed the latter visit, I can tell you that MT worked MIRACLES that day. Between scheduling 

confusion and being a massage chair short, the day seemed destined to failure.  With the combination of 

Shwab’s event organizer Mrs Garner, Principal Dr Gibbs, Ms Lora and her team of training therapists, disaster 

was averted and the celebration didn’t have to stop! 
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CONTESTS A PLENTY 

Competitions are something we enjoy quite a bit, if you haven’t noticied. 

Giving the students a chance to flex their creative muscle and/or practice a 

vital skill while also learning how to deal with hard deadlines and social 

networking creates a better working familiarity with the day to day stresses 

of life in the beauty industry while also fostering an incredible amount of 

teamwork and cooperation.  Our students proudly mimic our philosophy of 

uplifting those around them! 

While our Bodacious Battle of Beards is ongoing (click the picture to 

check it out and vote!), May was another record-setter for both views and 

votes!  The previous record for votes in a month was 150 and May saw that 

total doubled! 

Ms Kayla and her debutantes of Nail-Tech beauty decided to try their hands (punny, right?) at creating unique 

Bridal Sets for a hypothetical last-minute bride-in-crisis.  Despite the fact that some of the entrants had never 

completed a set of nails in their life, they helped (with Cosmetology Nights) to set this voting record by creating 

downright GORGEOUS sets of nails, designed with that all-too-special day in mind. 
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Speaking of Cosmetology Nights… 

Ms. Meme’s Updo-Recreation contest challenged her 

evening students to recreated specific updo hairstyles using 

a single, solitary photograph as their source.  No text 

books, no additional research – one picture, one updo.  They 

were then challenged to share their creations to solicit votes 

on social media – and boy did they!  Not only did they drive 

up the vote total, but we had more interested people email 

us for more information about the contest and the 

school than all previous blogs combined! 
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 EDUCATOR OF THE MONTH 

 

When I announced the winner for the April Educator of the month during one of 

our weekly staff meetings, a particular teacher approached me at the end of the 

meeting to ask how she could win.  I could only be honest: make sure the students 

know who you are when you are helping them out! Reach across programs and go 

the extra mile for students that aren’t even in your class or program and she 

would have the prize in the bag. 

She took my advice quite seriously and as a result, Ms Erin swept the May 

Educator of Month vote, securing her victory and place in the Educator of the 

Month hall of fame! 

Click on her photo to check out her Educator of the Month profile – and be sure to 

share this page and her profile! The world deserves to know about this one! 

CLASSES, MEETINGS AND OTHER MISCELLANEOUS SHENANIGANS 

It can be difficult to categorize some of the pictures we end of with at the end of the month.  You truly never 

know what amazing, fun and educational thing may be going on around the next corner, beyond the next 

door!  From Thai Massage demonstrations to our Student of the Month awarding (including the first ever 

runner-up-of-the-month the vote was so close!), we stay busy everyday doing what we do best: wellness and 

beauty! 
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Fashion forward?  Fashion-something, definitely! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

These two pics 

were taken separately, but look kind of funny lined up on my Facebook 

timeline! XD 

What do haircuts, pedicures and paraffin have in common with chair massages, class 

selfies, makeup and slime all have in common?  May 2015 at GCI Murfreesboro 

Campus, that’s what.  Also, they have that sentence in common. 
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GRADUATION – WHAT IT’S ALL ABOUT 

As always, the happy times we have every-month are tinged with bittersweet farewells. Everyday we wake up 

and come to this beautiful building filled with good times and challenges because we know that we can make 

life better for ourselves and everyone around us. As a campus, our goal is to see every single student that walks 

through our doors off on the road of success. 

On that road of success, a major rest-stop and milestone is graduation.  This month, we had to say goodbye to 

some of our most talented students – many of whom are already working in the industry! While the gallery 

below isn’t comprehensive, it’s a fantastic sampling of the success we’ve had the honor and privilege to 

celebrate this month! 
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SO… WHAT ARE YOU WAITING FOR? 

Where are you headed? We’ve set our course and we will be ever moving forward – join us!  YOU should be 

here, helping us make these amazing memories!  Send us a note and we’ll invite you down for a tour! 
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NEW CONTEST: HELP US CHOOSE A THEME FOR 

OUR NEXT NAIL TECHNOLOGY CONTEST! 

JUNE 4, 2015 | JONATHAN G.  | EDIT  

For the past couple of weeks, Ms Kayla and myself (Mr 

Jonathan) have been scheming to come up with a new contest 

for her Nail-Tech proto-professionals, and I think we have 

something fun in mind: 

We asked all of her students to suggest a theme for the next 

competition – whether that is a seasonal contest (focusing on 

summertime) or some sort of re-creation contest (like our epic 

updo recreation olympic!).  After a theme has been decided 

upon by you the blog reader, the students will begin on their 

individual nail project based upon the agreed upon theme. 

Once completed, we will post photos of each as well as a poll 

asking for you to name your favorite.  Now here is the twist: the winner of the online poll will film a Youtube 

tutorial video on how they created and made their winning design.  The winning student will record a how-

to for their work, which will be post across our social media. 

We’re super excited and we hope you are sure to vote in both this poll and next week’s final to help us decide 

who YOU will get to learn from! 

With that said, here are the subjects we are asking you to vote on: 
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What should be our next Nail-Tech Competition theme!? (Poll Closed) 

Comments (0) Create Your Own Poll  

Want in on the next contest?  Give us a shout and schedule a time to come in for a tour! Our Murfreesboro 

location is just over one year old and we’d LOVE to show you around! 
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FANTASTICAL FANTASY MAKE-UP POLL! 

JUNE 10, 2015 | JONATHAN G.  | EDIT  

Ms Julia’s Esthetics class is flexing their beauty muscles to bring you another great contest!  This time, the 

students were challenge to create a fantastical-fantasy based look on their fellow proto-professionals. Take a 

look at the gallery below and vote for the makeup number you like the most! 

The pictures for this contest are a little different: due to the shape of the face, it can be difficult to show the 

details on each piece of the application (side of face, font of face, eyelids, lips etc).  In order to try and account 

for that this time, we are posting a couple of pictures of each application to show the applied details. 

Each student had a different take – some subtle, some bombastic – but they are 

all COMPLETELY gorgeous!  Let these students know who YOU think did the best job 
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Fantastical Fantasy Makeup (Poll Closed) 

Comments (0) Create Your Own Poll  

Want in on the next contest?  Give us a shout and schedule a time to come in for a tour! Our Murfreesboro 

location is just over one year old and we’d LOVE to show you arololund! 

Give us a shout today so we can get YOU on the path to being the beauty professional you dream of being! 
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THE WONDERFUL WORLD OF WALT NAIL-

ART CONTEST! 

JUNE 19, 2015 | JONATHAN G.  | EDIT  

A few weeks ago we asked our students and readers to help us decide on a theme for a new Nail-

Technology art-contest.  Ounce you chose the Disney Movie theme, we set our proto-professionals to work for 

one week on a movie design of their choice. 

THE WINNING DESIGN WILL THEN FILM A YOUTUBE TUTORIAL VIDEO ON HOW 

THEY CREATED AND APPLIED THEIR DESIGN! 

Check out the stellar work below and let us know who YOU think should be the winner!  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The winner will be announced just before our summer break begins at the end of next week (6/26/2015), so be 

sure to vote, share and keep watching for the champion to emerge!  We will begin filming the tutorial/how-to 

when students return the week of 7/7/2015! 

Wonderful World of Walt Nail-Art Contest (Poll Closed) 

Comments (0) Create Your Own Poll  

Want in on the next contest?  Give us a shout and schedule a time to come in for a tour! Our Murfreesboro 

location is just over one year old and we’d LOVE to show you around! 
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